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ABSTRACT
Using 10 sightlines observed with the Hubble Space Telescope/Cosmic Origins Spectrograph, we
study the circumgalactic medium (CGM) and outflows of IC1613, which is a low-mass (M∗ ∼ 108 M),
dwarf irregular galaxy on the outskirts of the Local Group. Among the sightlines, 4 are pointed towards
UV-bright stars in IC1613, and the other 6 sightlines are background QSOs at impact parameters
from 6 kpc (< 0.1R200) to 61 kpc (0.6R200). We detect a number of Si ii, Si iii, Si iv, C ii, and
C iv absorbers, most of which have velocities less than the escape velocity of IC1613 and thus are
gravitationally bound. The line strengths of these ion absorbers are consistent with the CGM absorbers
detected in dwarf galaxies at low redshifts. Assuming that Si ii, Si iii, and Si iv comprise nearly 100%
of the total silicon, we find 3% (∼8×103 M), 2% (∼7×103 M), and 32–42% [∼(1.0–1.3)×105 M]
of the silicon mass in the stars, interstellar medium, and within 0.6R200 of the CGM of IC1613. We
also estimate the metal outflow rate to be Ṁout,Z ≥ 1.1× 10−5 M yr−1 and the instantaneous metal
mass loading factor to be ηZ ≥ 0.004, which are in broad agreement with available observation and
simulation values. This work is the first time a dwarf galaxy of such low mass is probed by a number
of both QSO and stellar sightlines, and it shows that the CGM of low-mass gas-rich galaxies can be a
large reservoir enriched with metals from past and ongoing outflows.
Keywords: Circumgalactic medium(1879) – Local Group(929) – Dwarf irregular galaxies(417) – Metal-
licity(1031) – Magellanic Stream(991)
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxies at redshift . 2.5 have lost the majority of
the metals produced over their star formation histories,
giving rise to the so-called missing metals problem (e.g.,
Bouché et al. 2007; Peeples et al. 2014). For instance,
Peeples et al. (2014) show that local star-forming galax-
ies with stellar masses M∗ = 10
9.3−11.6 M only contain
20–25% of metals in their stars and interstellar medium
(ISM). Detailed studies of single galaxies yield similar
results. For example, Telford et al. (2019) find that 62%
of the metal mass formed within r <19 kpc is miss-
ing from M31’s disk based on resolved star-formation
history analyses with data from the Panchromatic Hub-
∗ Carnegie Fellow in Theoretical Astrophysics
ble Andromeda Treasury (Dalcanton et al. 2012). The
missing metals problem is found to be the most severe
in low-mass dwarf galaxies, which contain fewer metals
than their higher-mass counterparts according to the
gas-phase (Tremonti et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006; An-
drews & Martini 2013) and stellar (Gallazzi et al. 2005;
Kirby et al. 2013) mass-metallicity relations. In the Lo-
cal Group (LG), dwarf galaxies are found to have lost
& 96% of the iron they have synthesized through star
formation (Kirby et al. 2011, 2013), with the missing
iron located either in their ISM or CGM, and with some
fraction possibly having escaped the galaxies altogether.
While processes such as metal-poor gas infall or low star-
formation efficiency could contribute to the low metal
abundances (e.g., Brooks et al. 2007; Calura et al. 2009),
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via outflows due to their shallow gravitational potential
(e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Ma et al. 2016; Muratov
et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2018; Emerick et al. 2018;
Romano et al. 2019).
It remains to be seen if the rest of the metals, if not
in the main bodies of the galaxies, are within their cir-
cumgalactic medium (CGM) or have been ejected into
the intergalactic medium (IGM). Cosmological and ide-
alized hydrodynamic simulations have widely explored
the metal content in dwarf and higher-mass galaxies (e.g.
Brooks et al. 2007; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Ma et al.
2016); however, only a few have focused on the distribu-
tion of metals in the CGM of low-mass dwarf galaxies
with M∗ . 108.5 M (Muratov et al. 2017; Christensen
et al. 2018; Hafen et al. 2019). For example, Muratov
et al. (2017) show that the metal content in a galaxy’s
CGM closely follows the star-formation and outflow
activities; for a dwarf galaxy with M∗ ∼ 108.5 M,
the CGM has gained most of its current metal mass
(106.7 M) since z = 1, and at z = 0 the metals in the
CGM account for ∼ 40% of the total metal mass. Sim-
ilarly, Christensen et al. (2018) show that for galaxies
with M∗ . 108.5 M, less than 10% of the metals are
retained in stars, ∼ 10 − 30% of the metals are in the
ISM, and the rest are either in the CGM of the galaxies
or have escaped beyond the virial radii.
Observationally, the quest to find baryons in dwarf
galaxies’ CGM has been limited to a few low-mass mem-
bers in the LG (e.g. Bowen et al. 1997; Richter et al.
2017; Zheng et al. 2019b) and at low redshift (Bordoloi
et al. 2014; Liang & Chen 2014; Johnson et al. 2017).
For instance, Bordoloi et al. (2014) find a large reservoir
of carbon with mass of ≥ 1.2 × 106 M in the CGM
of 43 low-mass galaxies (M∗ ∼ 108.2−10.2 M) at red-
shift ≤ 0.1. Most of their C iv detection occur within
0.5 virial radius, beyond which no C iv is detected at a
sensitivity limit of 50–100 mÅ. In the LG, Zheng et al.
(2019b) find a total mass of (0.2–1.0)×105 M detected
in Si ii, Si iii, and Si iv in the CGM of the dwarf galaxy
WLM. Their detection is deemed tentative given the un-
certain contamination from the Magellanic Stream in
the foreground. In this work, we will address the Mag-
ellanic contamination in the context of the CGM ab-
sorbers of gas-rich galaxies, including IC1613, in the LG.
IC1613 is a dwarf irregular galaxy on the outskirts of
the LG. With 4 stellar sightlines in the galaxy and 6
QSO sightlines in its halo observed with HST/COS, we
seek to understand (1) how the metals are distributed
in the stars, ISM, and CGM of IC1613, and (2) how the
metals travel to the CGM and what the instantaneous
metal mass loading factor is. At M∗ = 10
8 M (see Ta-
ble 1), IC1613 is among the lowest mass galaxies to have
Table 1. IC1613 Information
Variable Value References
R.A. 01h04m54.2s (16.2258◦) 1
DEC +02d08m00s (2.1333◦) 1
D 755±42 kpc 2, 3
vhelio -232 km s
−1 2, 4
vLSR -236 km s
−1 –
MHI 6.5× 107 M 2, 4, 5
σHI 25.0± 3.0 km s−1 2, 4
12+log(O/H) 7.73± 0.04 6
M∗ 10
8 M 7
Mh 4× 1010 M 8




Note— (1) Simbad. (2) McConnachie (2012). (3)
Bernard et al. (2010). (4) Lake & Skillman (1989). (5)
Silich et al. (2006). (6) Bresolin et al. (2007), from H ii
regions. (7) McConnachie (2012), stellar mass, assum-
ing a stellar mass to light ratio of 1. (8) Dark-matter
halo mass, converted from M∗ based on the M∗-Mh
relation from Moster et al. (2010). (9) Virial radius,
defined with respect to 200 times the matter density
ρm ≡ ρcΩm. (10) Hunter & Elmegreen (2004). (11)
Inclination angle determined from H i observation us-
ing VLA (Hunter et al. 2012).
been studied in the context of the CGM metal content
and outflows. And with 10 sightlines at < 0.6R200 (see
Figure 1), it is one of the rare cases where the CGM is
probed by numerous QSO sightlines, with the exception
of the Milky Way (e.g., Putman et al. 2012; Richter
et al. 2017; Zheng et al. 2019a) and M31 (Howk et al.
2017; Lehner et al. 2020).
IC1613 is an excellent candidate to study the CGM
and metal flows for a number of reasons. First, it is
isolated from other galaxies in the LG, with the near-
est neighbor (M33) 400 kpc away (Hunter & Elmegreen
2004). Therefore, the galaxy’s halo does not overlap
with other halos. Second, IC1613 is on the outskirts of
the LG, in which case the gas in the galaxy has not been
stripped off due to ram pressure and the galaxy’s CGM
is most likely to remain intact. Other galaxies that are
close to the Milky Way or M31 have been found with
their gas content largely stripped (Grcevich & Putman
2009; Putman et al. 2020). Lastly, the galaxy has had a
continuous and nearly constant star formation rate over
the past >10 Gyrs (Cole et al. 1999; Skillman et al. 2003,
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Table 2. Target Information
Star ID Target name R.A. (J2000) Dec (J2000) v
[a]
HI SNR
[b] Spec. Type[c] PI, Program[d]
(degree) (degree) (km s−1)
S1 IC1613-C10 16.1806 +2.1732 -239.4 12.5 B1.5Ib Zheng, 15156
S2 IC1613-B7[e] 16.2581 +2.1351 -234.3 15.2 O9I Zheng, 15156
S3 IC1613-A13 16.2759 +2.1791 -231.7 11.8 O3?O4v((f)) Lanz, 12867
S4 IC1613-B11 16.1826 +2.1128 -242.0 10.5 O9.5I Lanz, 12867





Q1 LBQS-0100+0205 15.8041 2.3528 0.393 8.9 6.3 Zheng, 15156
Q2 LBQS-0101+0009 15.9281 0.4270 0.394 7.8 22.8 Zheng, 15156
Q3 2MASX J01022632-0039045 15.6097 -0.6513 0.296 8.6 37.6 Zheng, 15156
Q4 PG 0044+030 11.7746 3.3319 0.624 6.3 60.7 Wakker, 12275
Q5 HB89-0107-025-NED05 17.5677 -2.3142 0.956 11.7 61.2 Crighton, 11585
Q6 LBQS-0107-0235 17.5547 -2.3314 0.957 12.2 61.4 Crighton, 11585
Note—[a]: the systemic velocity of the ISM gas along the line of sight, measured from H i 21cm emission from the VLA
datacube. [b]: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per resolution element for coadded spectra. Six pixels are assumed per resolution
element for both G130M and G160M gratings. For each target, the SNR value is averaged over 8 absorption-line free locations
at 1120, 1170, 1320, 1370, 1420, 1470, 1520, 1620 Å. At each location, the SNR over a 10Å spectral window is calculated.
[c]: spectral types from Simbad for stellar sightlines. [d]: PI and Program ID for each sightline. [e]: This target was named
as IC1613-010502-020805 in proposal GO15156. [f ]: redshifts of the QSOs. [g]: Impact parameter, or transverse distance,
between the target and IC1613.
2014; Weisz et al. 2014), which is conducive to a metal-
enriched CGM and the presence of current outflows.
This paper is structured as follows: In §2, we elaborate
on the data reduction, including spectral co-addition,
continuum normalization, Voigt-profile fitting, line mea-
surements, and auxiliary H i datasets. In §3, we
study the connection between the detected absorbers
and IC1613, and in §4 we discuss the presence of the
Magellanic Stream in the foreground. In §5, we esti-
mate the metal budget of IC1613 and the outflow’s in-
stantaneous metal mass loading factor and compare the
results to predicted values from simulations. In §6, we
compare our results with those of other dwarf galaxies
at low redshifts and in the LG. We conclude in §7.
2. DATA AND MEASUREMENTS
In Table 1, we summarize IC1613’s key properties
that are used throughout this paper. The halo mass
of IC1613, Mh = 4 × 1010 M, is estimated from M∗
using the M∗–Mh relation from Moster et al. (2010).
Note that at M∗ = 10
8 M the M∗–Mh relation is
highly uncertain. Our derived mass is consistent with
the allowed Mh range derived for low-mass galaxies
(M∗ < 10
8 M; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014, 2017).
We arbitrarily define the boundary between the CGM
and IGM as the galaxy’s virial radius. Following the def-
inition used by COS-Halos (Werk et al. 2013) and COS-
Dwarfs (Bordoloi et al. 2014), we calculate the virial ra-
dius of IC1613 as R200 = (3/4πMhalo/200ρm)
1/3 = 107
kpc, where ρm = ρcΩm is the cosmic critical matter den-
sity at z = 0. Moreover, when examining the gas kine-
matics, we only consider CGM gas to be those absorbers
with velocity less than the escape velocity of IC1613 at
the corresponding impact parameter (see §3).
Our dataset includes 6 QSO sightlines (Q1–Q6) within
the virial radius (R200 = 107 kpc or ∼ 8◦ at d = 755
kpc) of IC1613 and 4 UV-bright OB star sightlines (S1–
S4) in the galaxy itself, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 2.
Among them, Q1, Q2, Q3, S1, and S2 (red dots in Figure
1) were observed with HST/COS program GO 15156.
Because of a delayed guide-star acquisition failure, one
of the HST visits for S2 that occurred on 11/25/2018 did
not yield usable data. We filed a Hubble Observation
Problem Report (HOPR 91429) and re-observed S2 for
one more visit on 12/24/2018. Our following analysis
of S2 includes data from the new visit and the usable
spectra from the original observation. We process all of
the QSO and star spectra consistently as outlined below.
The rest of the targets were retrieved from the
STScI/MAST archive observed by previous programs
(see Table 2). The archival target list was decided on
July 2019 when our last search for publicly available
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Figure 1. Left: we show the locations of the 4 UV-bright stars in IC1613 against a FUV background image from the GALEX
Ultraviolet Atlas of Nearby Galaxies (Gil de Paz et al. 2007). Right: distribution of the 6 QSO sightlines within R200 of IC1613.
Circles in red are new data observed with GO15156 (PI Zheng), and those in blue were retrieved from the STScI/MAST archive
observed by previous programs (see Table 2).
sightlines occurred. In addition to the adopted sight-
lines, we found a few other QSO spectra near IC1613
but decided not to use them because of the low SNR of
the spectra.
2.1. Spectral Co-addition
We focus on data co-addition products from two com-
munity co-adding routines: HST Spectroscopic Legacy
Archive (HSLA) V2 Release and coadd x1d.pro (Dan-
forth et al. 2010). We decided to use HSLA when avail-
able, and otherwise use the coadded spectra processed
by coadd x1d.pro that combines spectra from multiple
exposures weighted by exposure times. We show in Ap-
pendix A1 that these two methods yield consistent coad-
ded flux levels and line profiles. The typical wavelength
accuracy for the COS spectra is 15–20 km s−1 (COS In-
strument Handbook). Because the COS spectra have
been over-sampled with a native pixel size of 2.5 km s−1,
after the co-addition, we bin the spectra by 3 pixels to
improve the S/N by a factor of
√
3.
2.2. Continuum Normalization, Voigt-Profile Fitting,
and Apparent Optical Depth Method
We measure transitions of ionized metal species that
are commonly observed in a galaxy’s CGM, includ-
ing Si ii 1190/1193/1260/1526 Å, Si iii 1206 Å, Si iv
1393/1402 Å, C ii 1334 Å, and C iv 1548/1550 Å. We
also detect P ii 1152 Å, S ii 1250/1253/1259 Å, Fe ii
1144/1608 Å, and Al ii 1670 Å lines from sightlines S1-
S4 but do not use these lines because they are typically
related to a galaxy’s ISM. Furthermore, we do not use
C ii* 1335 Å because the IC1613’s component of this
line is always blended with the C ii 1334 Å line from
the Milky Way. The O i 1302 Å and Si ii 1304 Å lines
are not studied in this work due to the influence of the
air-glow emission near 1302 Å from O i in the Earth’s
exosphere.
For continuum and Voigt-profile fitting, we used an
IDL package developed for the COS-Halos survey as de-
tailed in Tumlinson et al. (2013). We briefly summarize
the major procedures as follows. First, for each line, the
continuum normalization is done over a spectral window
of±1000 km s−1 from its rest wavelength. Over this win-
dow, we manually mask any visible absorption features,
and fit the rest with Legendre polynomials at low orders
and determine the best continuum fit by minimizing the
reduced χ2. We then proceed to conduct Voigt-profile
fitting using the MPFIT package (Markwardt 2009). For
ions with multiple transition lines, the Voigt-profile fit-
ting is run simultaneously among all the lines to ensure
consistent fits. We also use reduced χ2 minimization to
evaluate the best fit parameters, including column den-
sity (logN), centroid velocity (v) in the rest frame of
IC1613, and Doppler width (b). The best fit parameters
are recorded in Table 3 and the relevant measurements
are noted as “VP” in column (2). For each absorber, we
also calculate its equivalent width (Wr) over a similar
velocity range to the Voigt-profile fit result. We show
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Figure 2. H i 21cm emission and metal ion absorption lines measured towards S1–S4 and Q1–Q6. All the spectra are plotted
in the LSR (vLSR, top X axes) and in the rest frame of IC1613 (vIC1613, bottom X axes). We only show a subset of the ion lines
in this figure, and include the full set of ion multiplets in Figures B3–B12 in the Appendix. The red solid curves show the Voigt-
profile components that are considered to be associated with IC1613 (i.e., “CGM”, “CGM/Inflow”, “CGM/Outflow” in Table
3). The purple dotted curves indicate IC1613’s ISM components, and the blue curves show absorbers that are unlikely to be
related to IC1613 (i.e., “Non-Association”). Toward Q1–Q6, when the Voigt-profile fitting does not yield robust results because
low spectra SNR, we estimate the AOD column density with velocity integrated over the gray-shaded regions. The vertical line
in each panel shows the systemic velocity of IC1613. For S1–S4, the galaxy’s systemic velocity is estimated based on the peak
H i emission from VLA (see §2.3 and Figures B3-B6) toward the corresponding sightline; for Q1–Q6, it is vLSR = −236 km s−1
as listed in Table 1. For S2, we show the Si ii 1190 line instead of the 1193 one because the latter is blended with an unknown
feature and it does not yield reasonable Voigt-profile fits if included.
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the line profiles and fitting results in Figure 2 and Fig-
ures B3–B12 in the Appendix.
For absorbers that do not have robust Voigt-profile
fits, we calculate their column densities (logNAOD) us-
ing the apparent optical depth method (AOD; see equa-
tion 6 in Savage & Sembach 1996). The AOD method is
valid with a requirement that the absorption line has to
be resolved and unsaturated (Savage & Sembach 1991),
which is not a problem here since the detection is weak
among most sightlines. For the Si iv 1393/1402 and C iv
1548/1550 doublets, we adopt results from the stronger
line (1393 and 1548). For Si ii, because in many cases
Si ii 1260 is blended with S ii 1259 from the Milky Way,
we use the line measurements from Si ii 1193 instead.
For each absorber, we decide the AOD velocity integra-
tion range based on visual inspection of the absorption
line profile. For lines with no detection at the systemic
velocity of IC1613, the velocity range is set to be [-50,
50] km s−1 from the systemic velocity and we report 3σ
upper limit values of logNAOD.
For S1–S4, as shown in Figure 2, the Si iv line shows
extended profiles. Because of line saturation, we are un-
able to find robust Voigt-profile fits and it is unpractical
to calculate logNAOD over the total velocity range which
includes the ISM absorption. Thus, we do not use Si iv
detected in these stellar sightlines. A similar decision
was applied to Si iii in S1 and C iv in S1 and S2.
2.3. Auxiliary H i 21cm Data Sets
Three H i 21cm data sets are included to study the
neutral gas in and around IC1613. We use the VLA
observation from the Little THINGS survey (Hunter
et al. 2012) to probe the dense, cold H i in the ISM
of the galaxy. Furthermore, we use data cubes from the
GALFA-H i survey (Peek et al. 2011, 2018) and HI4PI
Collaboration et al. (2016) to probe more diffuse gas in
the galaxy as well as along QSO sightlines in the halo.
The Little THINGS survey provides two data sets,
one with “natural weighting” and the other with “ro-
bust weight”. We adopt the natural weighting datacube
because it has larger beam and is better at bringing out
the diffuse H i emission from the disk. The data cube
is in Jy/beam, which we convert to brightness tempera-
ture in Kelvin as S(mJy/beam)=1.65×10−3δαδβTB(K),
where δα = 13.2 arcsec and δβ = 11.0 arcsec are the
FWHM of the major and minor axes of the beam given
in table 3 in Hunter et al. (2012). The GALFA-H i sur-
vey provides data with angular resolution of δθ = 4′,
spectral resolution of δv = 0.184 km s−1, and brightness
temperature sensitivity of 140 mK per km s−1 velocity
channel (1σ). The HI4PI survey provide lower angular
and spectral resolutions (δθ = 16.2′, δv = 1.49 km s−1),
but higher sensitivity (∼ 53 mK per km s−1 at 1σ). The
H i spectra from these data are shown in Figure 2 and
Figures B3–B12 in the Appendix. Generally, we do not
find significant H i detection except for those from the
ISM of IC1613 as probed by stellar sightline S1–S4.
3. ABSORBERS IN THE REST FRAME OF IC1613
In this section we investigate the ion absorbers’ phys-
ical connection with IC1613, as all the sightlines (S1–
S4, Q1–Q6) are within 0.6R200 of the galaxy (see Fig-
ure 1). We defer the discussion of potential foreground
contamination to §4. The distances to these absorbers
are unknown except for their impact parameters with
respect to IC1613, therefore our diagnosis is based on
other measurements such as velocities and line widths.
Table 3. Absorber Measurements
Ion Method vIC1613 b logN Wr Origin tag
(km s−1) (km s−1) log(cm−2) (mÅ)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
S1: IC1613-C10 (vsys = −239.4 km s−1‡)
C ii
VP -99.7±1.8 19.1±3.0 14.07±0.04 126.2±7.9 CGM/Outflow
VP -51.8±1.9 11.5±3.9 13.90±0.07 100.4±5.0 CGM/Outflow
VP 1.0±1.7 22.5±3.4 14.42±0.04 258.7±7.2 ISM
VP 65.9±7.8 25.8±14.7 13.59±0.19 73.0±7.1 CGM/Inflow
Si ii
VP -90.7±2.3 18.9±3.6 13.02±0.04 40.8±7.6 CGM/Outflow
VP -40.8±2.5 17.8±4.6 12.94±0.07 61.6±7.1 CGM/Outflow
VP 13.6±0.6 11.0±0.8 14.00±0.08 109.3±6.8 ISM
S2: IC1613-B7 (vsys = −234.3 km s−1‡)
C ii
VP -138.9±8.5 39.2±12.4 13.70±0.10 77.7±8.1 Non-Association
VP -68.4±2.7 21.4±4.6 14.13±0.07 172.1±5.2 CGM/Outflow
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Ion Method vIC1613 b logN Wr Origin tag
(km s−1) (km s−1) log(cm−2) (mÅ)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
VP -9.3±1.8 25.3±2.4 14.63±0.04 282.5±6.0 ISM
Si ii
VP -55.7±1.5 13.1±2.7 13.60±0.05 160.0±11.4∗ CGM/Outflow
VP -2.0±0.8 17.9±2.0 14.64±0.15 445.8±11.6∗ ISM
Si iii
VP -132.4±8.6 15.4±12.6 12.43±0.26 42.9±9.2 Non-Association
VP -73.1±5.5 31.4±12.8 13.15±0.12 169.0±7.7 CGM/Outflow
VP -9.5±3.2 23.3±4.6 13.35±0.05 213.6±5.0 ISM
VP 54.4±8.2 16.1±15.7 12.23±0.26 50.9±7.2 CGM/Inflow
S3: IC1613-A13 (vsys = −231.7 km s−1‡)
C ii
VP -66.7±43.9 43.2±37.6 13.65±0.52 49.5±9.4 CGM/Outflow
VP -7.2±3.2 27.9±3.4 14.61±0.07 324.2±8.3 ISM
Si ii VP -9.5±0.6 19.0±0.9 14.30±0.04 237.2±8.6 ISM
Si iii
VP -81.6±7.7 28.1±9.2 12.89±0.12 169.1±7.8 CGM/Outflow
VP -15.7±2.9 28.5±3.4 13.55±0.05 229.3±6.4 ISM
C iv
VP -94.5±4.5 25.1±7.0 13.45±0.10 79.4±7.9 CGM/Outflow
VP -18.0±1.7 36.0±2.4 14.17±0.02 303.6±10.0 ISM
S4: IC1613-B11 (vsys = −242.0 km s−1‡)
C ii
VP -120.0±6.3 20.6±10.0 13.44±0.12 62.6±10.7 Non-Association
VP -21.6±1.6 37.8±2.5 14.64±0.03 374.4±11.5 CGM/Outflow
Si ii
VP -33.6±10.1 41.4±6.6 13.44±0.13 95.9±9.3 CGM/Outflow
VP -3.6±0.9 12.2±1.9 14.33±0.17 164.9±8.1 ISM
Si iii
VP -64.2±14.6 35.2±10.6 13.39±0.24 242.7±8.9 CGM/Outflow
VP -1.1±12.1 36.4±8.7 13.53±0.18 300.8±9.7 ISM
C iv VP -49.9±11.1 45.5±16.5 13.46±0.11 51.1±20.1 CGM/Outflow
Q1: LBQS-0100+0205 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡)
C ii AOD [-70, 20] - <13.74 <48.9 Non-Detection
Si ii AOD [-50, 50] - <13.03 <49.8 Non-Detection
Si iii VP 0.7±3.4 25.1±5.2 12.96±0.06 126.2±16.6 CGM
Si iv VP -21.2±5.8 37.1±8.8 13.00±0.07 65.6±13.2 CGM
C iv AOD [-70, 50] - 13.57±0.09 117.3±27.5 CGM
Q2: LBQS-0101+0009 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡)
C ii VP -19.3±2.1 23.6±3.1 14.21±0.05 189.9±14.8 CGM
Si ii VP -12.0±4.3 30.0±5.4 13.19±0.06 77.8±16.1 CGM
Si iii VP -14.8±4.5 50.1±6.2 13.30±0.05 271.3±23.1 CGM
Si iv AOD [-50, 50] - <12.79 <35.1 Non-Detection
C iv AOD [-40, 75] - 13.64±0.07 144.4±23.2 CGM
Q3: 2MASX-J0102-0039 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡)
C ii
VP -31.1±2.2 23.3±3.0 14.28±0.05 205.5±9.5 CGM
VP 43.5±5.7 44.4±8.0 14.15±0.06 185.2±9.9 CGM
Si ii
VP -23.5±1.4 24.0±2.1 13.48±0.03 124.1±12.0 CGM
VP 61.4±2.5 13.0±4.4 12.85±0.07 59.2±11.9 CGM
Si iii
VP -31.9±2.9 20.7±4.4 13.19±0.07 176.3±13.8 CGM
VP 40.1±9.2 42.8±13.9 12.92±0.09 123.1±10.8 CGM
Si iv AOD [-90, 60] - 13.02±0.07 84.0±15.1 CGM
C iv AOD [-90, 80] - 13.78±0.05 205.7±22.4 CGM
Q4: PG0044+030 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡), G130M-only
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Ion Method vIC1613 b logN Wr Origin tag
(km s−1) (km s−1) log(cm−2) (mÅ)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
C ii
VP -58.6±3.4 22.4±5.7 14.01±0.07 135.0±18.0 Non-Association¶
VP 23.4±5.7 29.5±9.0 13.89±0.09 116.7±15.8 CGM
Si ii AOD [-100, 20] - 13.31±0.10 102.5±25.2 CGM
Si iii
VP -49.9±4.7 34.5±7.5 13.26±0.07 229.8±21.4 CGM
VP 36.3±4.6 13.4±8.0 12.79±0.16 89.1±17.4 CGM
Si iv AOD [-50, 50] - <13.00 <68.7 Non-Detection
Q5: HB89-0107-025-NED05 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡)
C ii AOD [-50, 50] - <13.38 <29.7 Non-Detection
Si ii AOD [-50, 50] - <13.04 <38.7 Non-Detection
Si iii AOD [-50, 50] - 12.76±0.06 100.7±14.0 CGM
Si iv AOD [-50, 50] - <13.02 <34.2 Non-Detection
C iv AOD [-50, 50] - 13.56±0.06 121.5±15.9 CGM
Q6: LBQS-0107-0235 (vsys = −236 km s−1‡)
C ii AOD [-50, 80] - 13.60±0.08 71.3±14.0 CGM
Si ii AOD [-100, 100] - 13.30±0.07 111.0±17.7 CGM
Si iii AOD [-70, 75] - 12.77±0.06 105.1±15.4 CGM
Si iv AOD [-50, 50] - <12.80 <42.6 Non-Detection
C iv
VP -26.8±3.7 47.9±5.3 13.91±0.04 221.5±10.7 CGM
VP 57.6±6.7 25.9±9.7 13.24±0.13 64.8±8.4 Non-Association¶
Note – Col. (2): If Method = VP, the measurements are from Voigt-profile fits. If Method = AOD where the lines
either do not yield robust Voigt-profile fits or there is no detection, we use Si ii 1193, Si iii 1206, Si iv 1393, C ii 1334,
and C iv 1548 to integrate for the AOD values. We do not use the stronger Si ii 1260 line because it is contaminated
by the S ii 1259 line from the Milky Way. Col. (3): if Method=VP, vIC1613 indicates the fitted centroid velocity in
the rest frame of IC1613. If Method=AOD, vIC1613 shows a velocity range as used in the AOD integration. Col. (4):
if Method=VP, b indicates the fitted Doppler width. No value is available if Method=AOD. Col. (5): if Method=VP,
logN indicates the fitted column density. If Method=AOD, logN is estimated based the AOD method. We report
a 3σ upper limit if there is no detection as often is the case in Q1–Q6. Col. (6): Equivalent width integrated over
the same velocity range as the logN . We report 3σ upper limits for non-detection. Col. (7): Origins of absorbers in
the context of IC1613 as identified in §3.
Other notes: [‡]: vsys is the systemic velocity of the galaxy at the position of the sightline. For S1–S4, vsys is
estimated based on the peak emission of H i 21cm emission (see §2.3). For Q1–Q6, vsys = vLSR = −236 km s−1 (see
Table 1). [∗]: Si ii 1193 in S2 is contaminated and does not yield good fit if included in the fitting, so we estimate







, where f and λ are the
oscillator strength and wavelength, respectively. [¶]: We consider this absorber to be a Non-Association because its
vIC1613 value is ∼ 20 km s−1 (19.6 km s−1 for Q4/C ii, and 20.3 km s−1 for Q6/C iv) from the escape velocity at the
corresponding impact parameter. Given the velocity uncertainty of COS (adopted as 20 km s−1 in this work) and
the uncertainty of the absorber’s centroid velocity (∼ 5 km s−1), we conservatively tag it as Non-Association but do
not rule out its possibility to be related to IC1613.
From Figure 2 and Table 3, we find that Si ii, Si
iii, Si iv, C ii, and C iv absorption are strong and
commonly detected among the stars S1–S4; origins for
the absorption include the ISM of IC1613 (vIC1613 ∼
0 km s−1), potential inflows (vIC1613 > 0 km s
−1) and
outflows (vIC1613 < 0 km s
−1), and the galaxy’s CGM
(|vIC1613| < vesc), where vesc means the escape velocity
of the galaxy and vIC1613 means the velocity is relative
to IC1613’s systemic velocity. Toward the QSO sight-
lines Q1–Q6, absorbers appear to be weaker and the line
strengths vary from sightline to sightline; they are likely
to originate in the CGM of IC1613 if |vIC1613| < vesc.
Based on the ion absorbers’ positions and velocities rel-
ative to IC1613 and the line quality, we assign different
tags to the absorbers tabulated in Table 3 as follows.
Origin tag = “CGM”: absorbers detected along Q1–
Q6 that are most likely to originate in the CGM of
IC1613. The velocities of these absorbers are |vIC1613| <
|vesc| − 20 km s−1, where the 20 km s−1 value is to ac-
count for the COS spectral uncertainty.
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Figure 3. Ion absorbers that are most likely to be associated with IC1613. They are measurements tagged as “CGM”,
“CGM/Outflow”, “CGM/Inflow”, or “Non-Detection” in Table 3 and §3. The red solid lines show the FWHM (= 1.667b) of
the Voigt-profile fits or the AOD velocity integration ranges of the detected absorbers, and the red dashed lines are for the
non-detection 3σ upper limit ranges. For each target, the gray band shows the continuum-normalized line profile, with dark
gray indicating strong absorption and vice versa. The green shades are escape velocities with 20 km s−1 uncertainty due to
the COS spectral resolution. Stars S1–S4 are inside the galaxy; we place them at arbitrary but small r to separate one from
another. Q4–Q6 have similar impact parameters (r ∼ 61 kpc; Table 2); we manually separate the gray bands slightly for better
illustration.
Origin tag = “CGM/Outflow” or “CGM/Inflow”: ab-
sorbers detected along S1–S4 that are most likely to be
either in the CGM of IC1613 or outflows or inflows near
the galaxy. The ambiguity of the absorbers’ locations is
because these stellar sightlines are observed in a down-
the-barrel manner. Specifically, absorbers with vesc +20
< vIC1613 < −20 km s−1 are tagged as “CGM/Outflow”,
and those with 20 < vIC1613 < vesc − 20 km s−1 are
“CGM/Inflow”.
Origin tag = “Non-Detection”: there is no detection of
absorption within the designated velocity ranges. This
tag is only for Q1–Q6, and we provide 3σ upper limits
on the column densities and the equivalent widths.
Origin tag = “ISM”: absorbers detected along S1–
S4 that are likely to be in the ISM of IC1613, with
|vIC1613| < 20 km s−1. Their Voigt profiles are shown
in purple dotted curves in Figure 2, which tend to be
broader and stronger than the non-ISM components.
We do not use these absorbers in our analyses.
Origin tag = “Non-Association”: absorbers that are
unlikely to be associated with IC1613 because they are
not gravitationally bound, |vIC1613| > |vesc|−20 km s−1.
The Voigt profiles of these absorbers are shown in blue
curves in Figure 2, which tend to be much weaker than
other IC1613-associated counterparts. We do not use
these absorbers in our analyses regarding the CGM
metal content and outflows of IC1613.
Based on this tagging system, we show in Figure 3
the impact parameters and velocities of the absorbers
tagged with “CGM”, “CGM/Outflow”, “CGM/Inflow”,
or ”Non-Detection” in the rest frame of IC1613. We also
show the original line spectra as vertical gray bands to
highlight the spread of the ion absorption. By design,
the ion absorbers likely to be associated with IC1613
have velocities clustered within ∼ ±100 km s−1, as lim-
ited by the range of the escape velocity. While it is nec-
essary to use escape velocity to constrain whether an
absorber is related to IC1613 given the complex gaseous
environment in the LG (see §4), we note that IC1613
may have high-velocity outflows escaping the disk (i.e.,
vIC1613 > vesc) that are not gravitationally bound. Such
outflows would not be recognized as “CGM/Outflow”
based on our criterion. Therefore, our estimates of the
mean outflow velocities and other relevant properties
(see §5.3) should be considered as conservative lower
limits.
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The mean velocities of the “CGM/Outflow” absorbers
are −45 ± 20 km s−1 for Si ii, −71 ± 8 km s−1 for Si
iii, −66 ± 10 km s−1 for C ii, and −63 ± 20 km s−1
for C iv respectively. The mean values are weighed by
the measurement errors, and the uncertainties are the
standard deviations of the velocities also weighted by
the measurement errors. If corrected for the inclination
of the galaxy (θ = 37.9◦; see Table 1) and assuming
that outflows are perpendicular to the galaxy’s disk, the
mean outflow velocity for each ion would increase by
1/cosθ = 1.3. Despite that there is detection of broad
Si iv absorption lines in all the stellar sightlines, we do
not have an outflow velocity value for Si iv because there
is no robust Voigt-profile fit that can separate the ISM
from the non-ISM components.
The detection rate (or covering fraction) Cf of the
“CGM”, “CGM/Outflow”, “CGM/Inflow”, and ”Non-
Detection” absorbers within 0.6R200 is 82% (9/11) for
Si ii, 100% (12/12) for Si iii, 33% (2/6) for Si iv, 85%
(11/13) for C ii, and 100% (7/7) for C iv, respectively.
And the detection limit for these ions is generally Wr &
50 mÅ, although note that the detection limit depends
on the spectral SNR. The mean column densities (as
weighted by measurement errors) are 13.24 ± 0.04 dex
for Si ii, 12.91± 0.07 dex for Si iii, 13.01± 0.05 dex for
Si iv, 13.80± 0.22 dex for C ii, and 13.51± 0.04 dex for
C iv, respectively.
Lastly, the error-weighted mean Doppler width (b)
and its standard deviation is 32 ± 11 km s−1 for all
the Voigt-profile fitted components tagged as “CGM”,
“CGM/Outflow”, and “CGM/Inflow”. The b value
changes by < 10 km s−1 if we focus on a specific ion
or outflow-only absorbers. Our derived b values are con-
sistent with those of Si iii and C iv measured toward two
field dwarf galaxies (D1 and D2) with QSO sightlines at
< 0.2R200
1 by Johnson et al. (2017). And they are on
average larger than the b values measured for the ion-
ized gas near the Magellanic Stream (b < 25 km s−1 Fox
et al. 2020), suggesting that our absorbers are unlikely
to be associated with the Stream. We discuss in more
details how the foreground Magellanic Stream impacts
our diagnosis of the ion absorbers’ origins in §4.
4. THE MAGELLANIC SYSTEM IN THE
FOREGROUND
Hereafter we refer to the LMC/SMC, the Magellanic
Stream, the Magellanic Bridge, and the Leading Arm
as the Magellanic System. In Figure 4, we show the
1 The virial radii of Johnson et al. (2017)’s galaxies have been
recalculated to be consistent with our definition of R200 using
the galaxies’ stellar masses (see §6.1).
Magellanic System in the so-called Magellanic Stream
Coordinate System (LMS, BMS; Nidever et al. 2008),
where the equator (BMS = 0
◦) bisects the spine of the
Stream and the LMC is at LMS = 0
◦. IC1613 is located
near the tail of the Stream at LMS = −84.1◦, BMS =
21.5◦. It is isolated from other galaxies in the LG, and
∼ 20◦ from the Magellanic Stream in projection.
The Magellanic System has been widely detected in
H i 21cm (Mathewson et al. 1974; Putman et al. 1998,
2003; Nidever et al. 2008) and occupies ∼2700 square at
N(H i)≥ 1018 cm−2 (Nidever et al. 2010; D’Onghia &
Fox 2016). Hα emission from the Magellanic Stream is
observed by WHAM (Haffner et al. 2003) to extend ∼ 2
degrees from the Magellanic H i bright regions (Barger
et al. 2017). Ionized gas detected via UV absorption
lines is thought to be distributed out to 30 degrees from
the H i, with a cross section of ≈ 11, 000 deg2, with
the assumption that the ionized gas associated with the
Magellanic System should have a line-of-sight velocity
(vLSR) aligned with the H i at a given LMS (Fox et al.
2014, hereafter Fox14; Richter et al. 2017). This is to
say the ionized and neutral gas of the Magellanic Sys-
tem are assumed to occupy the same parameter space in
the position (LMS) – velocity (vLSR) diagram. Here we
examine this position-velocity criterion in the context of
the CGM of IC1613.
In the top panel of Figure 4, in red and blue colors
we show the velocity (vLSR) of the Magellanic System’s
H i emission Gaussian-fitted components (Nidever et al.
2008) as well as the positions of some LG galaxies (see
below for selection criteria of these galaxies). The white
area in this top panel shows the ionized cross section
of the Magellanic System defined by Fox14; within this
cross section, 81% (56/69) of their QSO sightlines (not
shown here) are detected with ion absorbers that are
identified as Magellanic. We show in the bottom panel
these ion absorbers (blue) on the LMS–vLSR diagram,
which are indeed aligned with the Magellanic H i emis-
sion (gray). We also overlay ion absorbers detected near
IC1613 (red) in this bottom panel which appear to be
largely consistent with the location of the Magellanic
H i. Furthermore, Lehner et al. (2020) find that 38%
(28/74) of their detected Si iii absorbers towards M31
are aligned with the Magellanic H i emission (magenta).
As we investigate further we find that an absorber’s
alignment with the Magellanic H i on the LMS–vLSR dia-
gram does not necessarily lead to a physical connection
between the two. To demonstrate this, in the middle
panel we show a number of galaxies in the LG that are
near the Magellanic System in projection but are not
physically connected to it. These galaxies are selected
from the dwarf galaxy catalog compiled by Putman et al.




MS HI 21cm emission (Nidever+2008)
HI-poor LG galaxies at d>300 kpc (Putman+2020)
HI-rich LG galaxies at d>300 kpc (Putman+2020)
IC1613MS HI 21cm emission (Nidever+2008)
LG galaxies at d>300 kpc with or without HI (Putman+2020)
Virial radius (R200) of HI-rich LG galaxies
Figure 4. Top: 81 LG galaxies with d > 300 kpc (crosses; Putman et al. 2020, submitted) that are not physically connected
to the Magellanic System (red and blue colors; Nidever et al. 2008). The LG galaxies include 77 dwarf galaxies and four more
massive ones (M31, M33, NGC55, and NGC300). Data are shown in the Magellanic Coordinate system (Nidever et al. 2008;
gala package, Price-Whelan et al. 2017). For clarity, the names of the dwarfs clustering near M31 are not shown. The white
region represents the ionized cross section of the Magellanic System as identified by Fox14. The virial radii (R200) of H i-rich
galaxies are indicated as black circles, which are used to determine the angular extent of their CGM (see Appendix B). Middle:
coincident alignment between LG galaxies (red symbols) and the Magellanic H i emission (grey dots; Nidever et al. 2008) on
the position-velocity diagram. Bottom: similar coincident alignment between ion absorbers near IC1613 (red open circle; this
work), M31 (magenta; Lehner et al. 2020), and the Magellanic H i-emitting region (blue; Fox14). For data points from Fox14’s
and Lehner et al. (2020), the vertical bars show the minimum and maximum velocities used in their AOD measurements. For
IC1613’s, we show Si iii’s centroid velocities and the FWHM (≡ 1.667b). The middle and bottom panels show that an absorber’s
alignment with the Magellanic System does not necessarily lead to a physical connection between the two, and the angular extent
of the Magellanic System’s ionized gas should be revisited with more robust methods other than this position-velocity diagram.
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(2020, submitted) and we also include four more mas-
sive LG members (M31, M33, NGC55, and NGC300).
We only consider LG galaxies that are (1) with distance
d > 300 kpc from the Sun, and (2) have line of sight
velocities. Criterion (1) is to exclude Milky Way satel-
lites that could be considered physically associated with
the Magellanic System based on proper motions and or-
bital history studies (e.g., Patel et al. 2020). Criterion
(2) is a necessity for the LMS–vLSR diagram.
With criteria (1) & (2), we find 81 LG galaxies near
the Magellanic System in position-velocity space despite
that they are physically not connected. In the mid-
dle panel, we calculate the separation between the LG
galaxies and their closest H i emission Gaussian com-
ponents of the Magellanic System, and find that 73%
(59/81) of these galaxies are coincidentally aligned with
the Magellanic System within 10 km s−1 in vLSR and 1
◦
in LMS and BMS. Without the prior knowledge of the
distances to these LG galaxies (all at d > 300 kpc), one
may wrongly conclude that they are physically associ-
ated with the Magellanic System. Therefore, we argue
that the alignment of an object with the Magellanic H
i on the LMS–vLSR diagram does not provide solid evi-
dence that the object is originated from the System.
Because of the coincident alignment between the LG
galaxies and the Magellanic System, we further show
that potential CGM absorbers originated from H i-rich
galaxies in the LG will appear on a similar LMS–vLSR
parameter space, further complicating the diagnosis of
an absorber’s origin. Because such an investigation is
beyond the context of IC1613’s CGM, we defer the rel-
evant analysis to Appendix B to keep the main text
focusing on IC1613. Briefly, in Appendix B we calcu-
late the angular extent of the CGM of H i-rich dwarf
galaxies selected based on Criteria (1) & (2) and show
that the total cross section of these galaxies’ CGM is
non-negligible.
To conclude, we argue that the angular extent of the
ionized cross section of the Magellanic System should
be revisited using more robust methods other than the
LMS–vLSR diagram. For example, a recent hydrody-
namic simulation of the Magellanic System by Lucchini
et al. (2020) predicts a broad ionized component encom-
passing both the Leading Arm and Magellanic Stream
due to the interaction between a massive LMC corona
with the Milky Way’s CGM. They suggest that the col-
umn densities of the LMC-associated, highly-ionized gas
should decrease with increasing impact parameters. It
remains to be determined whether such a decreasing
trend in column density can aid in better defining the
angular extent of the Magellanic System. On the other
hand, the ionized gas of the Magellanic System is likely
to be confused with the CGM of H i-rich LG galaxies if
the QSO sightlines are within the galaxies’ virial radii
(see Appendix B). In the case of IC1613, as we discussed
in §1 and §3, the detected absorbers are most likely to
be associated with the CGM of IC1613 given the star
formation history of the galaxy, the proximity of the ab-
sorbers to the galaxy, and the larger b values of the ion
absorbers than other ionized gas near the Stream.
5. THE METAL MASS BUDGET AND MASS
LOADING FACTOR OF IC1613
In §3, we have identified ion absorbers that are most
likely to be associated with IC1613. Here we will use
the measurements of these absorbers to empirically esti-
mate the silicon (Si) mass budget in the star, ISM, and
CGM of IC1613 (see §5.1), and then compare our esti-
mates to predicted values from simulations (see §5.2).
We will further estimate the metal outflow rate and the
instantaneous metal mass loading factor in §5.3.
5.1. Metal Mass Budget Estimate
Given that there is no detection of H i among the
QSO sightlines (see Figure 2), the CGM of IC1613 is
likely to be fully ionized. We first estimate the total Si
mass in the CGM assuming that Si ii, Si iii, and Si iv
comprise nearly 100% of the total Si and leveraging the
fact that these ions are simultaneously detected in the
COS spectra. We only use absorbers tagged as “CGM”
from Q1–Q6 in Table 3. We decide to exclude potential
CGM absorbers detected in S1–S4 (i.e., those tagged
with “CGM/Outflow” or “CGM/Inflow”) because their
impact parameters from the galaxy are ambiguous as
the stellar sightlines were observed in a down-the-barrel
manner. We note that including these absorbers would
not change our mass estimate significantly2.
We follow the same methodology as outlined in Sec-
tion 4 of Zheng et al. (2019; hereafter Zheng19) which
estimated Si mass budget for the dwarf irregular galaxy
WLM. The main difference from Zheng19 is that here we
are able to integrate the Si mass radially based on data
from Q1–Q6, without assuming a radial profile or cov-
ering fraction. By taking each absorber to represent the
azimuthal average of concentric annuli around IC1613,
2 Assuming that these “CGM/Outflow” and “CGM/Inflow” ab-
sorbers have similar properties as those “CGM” absorbers, we
estimated their potential impact parameters by matching their
logN values to the nearest “CGM” logN values with known im-
pact parameters. We then included these absorbers in Equation
1 and found that they contributed a few thousand M, which
is much less than the significant figure we adopted for the total
estimated mass.
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Table 4. Silicon Mass Fraction Radial Profile




(1) (2) (3) (4)
0 stars ∼ 8 3%
0 ISM ∼ 7 2%
(0, 6] CGM (<Q1) ∼ (0.5− 0.8) 0.2–0.3%
(6, 23] CGM (Q1–Q2) ∼ (12− 14) 4–5%
(23, 38] CGM (Q2–Q3) ∼ (40− 50) 13–16%
(38, 61] CGM (Q3–Q456) ∼ (48− 62) 15–20%
(0, 61] CGM (< 0.6R200) ∼ (100− 130) 32–42%
Note—Col. (1): The impact parameter at which the Si
mass is calculated. Col. (2): for the Si mass in the
stars and ISM, we follow the same procedures outlined in
Zheng19; the Si mass in the CGM probed by each QSO is
computed with Eq 1 without doing the total sum. Col.
(3): for the CGM Si mass measured toward Q1–Q6, a
mass range is given with the left bound estimated with
“CGM” absorbers, and the right bound with both “CGM”
and “Non-Detection” absorbers for 3σ upper limit. Be-
cause the impact parameters of Q4–Q6 are very similar,
we use the average of their impact parameters for r4 and
the corresponding mean column densities for NSi,4 in Eq
1. Col. (4): Si mass fraction in the stars, ISM, and CGM
related to the total amount of Si ever produced (See §5.1).
the total Si mass can be derived as:
MCGMSi (≤ 0.6R200) =
∑
π(r2k − r2k−1)mSiNSi,k
≈ (1.0− 1.3)× 105 M
(1)
, where mSi is the mass of a Si atom, rk is the impact pa-
rameter of each QSO with k corresponding to the QSO’s
ID number in Table 2, and r0 is set as 0. Along each
sightline, we have NSi,k = NSiII,k + NSiIII,k + NSiIV,k.
In Table 4 we record the Si mass estimated for each
(rk−1, rk) annulus, as well as the Si mass locked in the
stars and ISM as estimated below.
Same as Zheng19, we adopt R = 0.34 for the fraction
of mass returned to the ISM per stellar generation, and
R∗ = 1−R = M∗/Mtot,SF = 0.66 for the fraction locked
in stars since star formation, where Mtot,SF is the total
mass formed with star formation. The stellar yield is
ySi ≡ MgasSi /M∗ = 0.003, which is the ratio of the Si
mass in gas to the total stellar mass. The R and ySi
values were initially derived for WLM with the NuGrid
collaboration yield set and the SYGMA simple stellar
population model (Ritter et al. 2018a,b), which are ap-
plicable to IC1613 given that the two galaxies have sim-
ilar gas-phase metallicity. Below we follow Zheng19’s
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Figure 5. The cumulative mass fraction of Si in IC1613 as
a function of impact parameter. At each r, the cumulative
value is computed by summing up the MSi/M
tot
Si values at
≤ r in Table 4. The boundaries of the shaded blue region
represent the lower and upper bounds of the mass fractions
based on the MSi values in Table 4.
equations 3–7 to derive relevant Si masses, but refrain
from explaining the details that go into each calculation.
The total Si mass in the gas, including those in the
ISM, CGM, or beyond, is MgasSi = ySiM∗ = 0.003 ×
108 M = 3×105 M. The relative abundance of Si to H
in IC1613’s ISM is 12 + log(Si/H)IC1613 = 6.55± 0.073,
with which we can infer the Si mass in IC1613’s ISM
as M ISMSi = MHI(mSi/mH)(Si/H)IC1613 ∼ 7 × 103 M.
Similarly, we can estimate the total amount of Si locked
in the stars as M∗Si = 0.74M∗(mSi/mH)(Si/H)IC1613 ∼
8× 103 M, where 0.74 is the hydrogen mass fraction.
The total amount of Si ever produced in IC1613 is




Si ≈ 3.1 × 105 M. When consider-
ing the Si mass fraction, we find that ∼3%, ∼2%, and
∼32–42% of the mass is in the stars, ISM, and within
0.6R200 of the CGM, respectively. In Figure 5, we show
the cumulative Si mass fraction in IC1613 and its CGM.
At d ∼ 0 kpc, the galaxy itself contains ∼ 5% of the Si
in the stars and ISM. In the CGM, the Si mass frac-
tion increases quickly with r mainly because the mass is
proportional to the surface area ∝ r2 (see Eq. 1).
3 12+log(Si/H)IC1613 =12+log(O/H)IC1613+log(Si/O), where
log(Si/O) = log(Si/H) − log(O/H); we assume the ISM of
IC1613 has the same element composition as the Sun, and adopt
12+log(Si/H) = 7.51±0.03 and 12+log(O/H) = 8.69±0.05
from Asplund et al. (2009), and 12+log(O/H)IC1613 = 7.73±0.04
from Bresolin et al. (2007).
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Figure 6. The mass fraction of metals in the stars, ISM, CGM, and their sum as a function of galaxy stellar mass for WLM
(Zheng et al. 2019b), IC1613 (this work), and a selection of recent suites of zoom-in simulations of individual, isolated galaxies
from FIRE (Muratov et al. 2017), FIRE-2 (Hafen et al. 2019), and Christensen et al. (2018). The error bars on the observational
data points reflect only potential variation in these quantities with choice of stellar yield in Si between models. We emphasize
that the definition of ISM and CGM between simulations and these observations differs. See §5.2 for more details. For IC1613,
the CGM value is computed only for gas within 0.6R200 as probed by our COS data.
5.2. Mass Budget Comparison with Simulations
In Figure 6, we compare the Si mass budgets for
IC1613 and WLM (Zheng19) to the predicted values for
dwarf galaxies with M∗ ∼ 106−10 M from the FIRE
and FIRE2 simulations as analyzed in Muratov et al.
(2017) and Hafen et al. (2019) respectively, and the
simulations of Christensen et al. (2018). The left panel
shows that the stellar metal mass fractions increase with
M∗ as a result of the stellar mass-metallicity relation.
However, the simulated ISM metal mass fractions do
not strongly correlate with M∗ despite spanning four or-
ders of magnitudes in M∗. We suspect that even though
these simulated galaxies follow a similar gas-phase mass-
metallicity relation as their observational counterparts,
the gas fractions in the galaxies decrease with M∗ (El-
Badry et al. 2018), resulting in the non-correction in the
ISM panel.
When compared to observations, the fraction of met-
als locked in the stars and ISM in all simulations are a
factor of ∼ 2 or more higher than observed in IC1613
and WLM. For instance, only 2–6% of the Si are in the
ISM of IC1613 and WLM, as compared to ∼2–60% of
the metals contained in the simulated ISM. The dis-
crepancy is likely to be due to (1) different definitions of
the ISM, (2) different assumptions on stellar yields and
stellar evolution modeling, and (3) the specific simula-
tion setup and feedback treatment that expels metals
from galaxies to various degrees. For (1), both Mura-
tov et al. (2017) and Hafen et al. (2019) define the ISM
as all gas within 0.1 virial radii. For a galaxy such as
IC1613, defining the ISM as within 0.1R200 would in-
clude gas within 10 kpc. However, the half light radius
of IC1613 is only 1.5 kpc (McConnachie 2012) and the
H i in its ISM extends to a radius of ∼ 2.5 kpc at a col-
umn density level4 of 5×1019 cm−2. Therefore, Muratov
et al. (2017) and Hafen et al. (2019)’s ISM definition ex-
tends the ISM size by a factor of ∼4 and includes gas
at higher temperatures that are typically not probed by
H i 21cm emission. Indeed, re-defining the ISM as gas
within 2.5 kpc for all FIRE galaxies in this stellar mass
range does lower the average ISM metal mass fraction
from ∼0.24 to ∼0.13 (priv. comm. with FIRE). Chris-
tensen et al. (2018) defines the ISM as all gas with num-
ber density > 0.1 cm−3, temperature < 1.2 × 104 K,
and within a cylindrical height of 3 kpc from the plane
of the disk of their galaxies, which is more comparable
for the particular properties of IC1613. Even so, our
measurements are still low compared to the typical sim-
ulated values. Note that, the ISM definition would not
change the values for the stellar metal fraction, which is
similarly low for our observational estimates compared
to what is expected from these simulations.
For (2), there are significant variations in the expected
yield of Si depending on the choices of both nucleosyn-
thetic yields and initial mass function (IMF). While
this does not affect the results from the simulations as
plotted since they are properly normalized by the to-
tal metals present in the computational domain, it does
4 To derive the H i extent of IC1613’s ISM, we analyze the VLA’s
natural-weighted map cube of IC1613 from the LITTLE THINGS
survey (Hunter et al. 2012). We generate an H i column density
map of the galaxy by integrating the data cube from vLSR =
−360 km s−1 to −120 km s−1 to include H i emission within
±120 km s−1 of the systemic velocity of IC1613. We then smooth
the column density map with Gaussian kernels and determine
the extent of the H i by estimating the size of the column density
contour at 5 × 1019 cm−2 over a velocity window of 240 km s−1,
which corresponds the rms value as listed in their table 3.
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affect our observational estimates of the total amount
of Si present. To understand the impact of this uncer-
tainty, we bracket our observational estimates of WLM’s
and IC1613’s metal fractions in Figure 6 with the lower
bounds estimated with ySi = 1.64 × 10−3 as adopted
in the FIRE simulations and the upper bounds with
ySi ∼ 3.7× 10−3 from Christensen et al. (2018) for their
choice of stellar yields and IMF. Note that, in our es-
timates, we use ySi = 3 × 10−3 as discussed in §5.1.
Figure 6 shows that varying ySi values does result in
a large range in the metal mass fraction in stars, ISM,
and CGM, but the stellar and ISM values are still at the
lower end of the prediction from simulated galaxies.
For (3), it is interesting that all simulations give
broadly similar results in spite of their varying simu-
lation setups and feedback recipes. It is beyond the
scope of this work to explore deeply on what sets the
scatters in the simulations, but we note that among
all the simulated galaxies there are some with similarly
low metal fractions as IC1613 and WLM. Therefore, it
would be valuable to develop a larger observational sam-
ple of these types of measurements for a more statisti-
cally meaningful comparison across simulations.
Lastly, in the CGM panel, we find that IC1613 and
WLM contain as many metals as the simulations have
predicted. No strong correlation is seen between the
CGM metal mass fraction and M∗. Unlike the ISM,
neither the gas-phase mass-metallicity relationship nor
the gas mass fraction of the CGM is well studied obser-
vationally. Relevant CGM properties in the simulated
galaxies also await further investigation in order to fully
understand the scatters and the non-correlation of the
CGM metal fraction with M∗.
5.3. Metal Outflow Rate & Instantaneous Metal Mass
Loading Factor
A number of “CGM/Outflow” absorbers are detected
toward stellar sightlines S1–S4 (see §3). Because these
sightlines were observed in a down-the-barrel manner,
the impact parameters of these absorbers from the
galaxy are unknown, which means they could be ab-
sorbers in the CGM or outflows in the immediate region
of the galaxy. Similar distance ambiguity in identifying
absorbers’ distances relative to host galaxies has also
troubled other down-the-barrel studies of gas flows in
extragalactic systems (e.g., Rubin et al. 2012, 2014;
Chisholm et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2017). Hereafter,
we assume that these absorbers probe outflowing ma-
terial from IC1613 and estimate the metal outflow rate
Ṁout,Z and instantaneous metal mass loading factor ηZ.
Following the definition in Christensen et al. (2018),
ηZ ≡ Ṁout,Z/Ṁ is the ratio of metal mass carried by
outflows per unit time to the star-formation rate at the
present day. Note that, ηZ is different from the effective
metal mass loading factor or the instantaneous/effective
gas mass loading factor that have been used in the lit-
erature5.
Given that S1–S4 are located at different corners of
IC1613 (see Figure 1), we assume a cylindrical geometry
to represent the outflowing material with a radius of
Rout = 2.5 kpc based on the H i extent of the galaxy
as calculated in §5.2 and footnote 4. The metal outflow
rate Ṁout,Z for an ion X can be derived as the following:







. In the equation, mX and NX are the atom mass and
column density of ion X. Cf is the covering fraction,
and we assume Cf = 1 as the outflow absorbers are
commonly detected among the stellar sightlines. vout is
the outflow velocity corrected for the galaxy’s inclina-
tion, with typical values summarized in §3. And Dout
is the distance the outflows have reached. We adopt
Dout = 1 kpc (or ∼ 0.01R200) for two considerations.
First, in order to derive the instantaneous Ṁout,Z and
ηZ values, we assume the outflows to have been enrich-
ing the vicinity of the galaxy within the past ∼10–20
Myrs at current outflow velocities. This is reasonable
given that IC1613 has a nearly continuous and constant
star formation rate over the past >10 Gyrs (Cole et al.
1999; Skillman et al. 2003, 2014; Weisz et al. 2014). Sec-
ond, because ρx ≡ mxNx/Dout, not only does Dout rep-
resent the distance the outflows have reached, it also in-
dicates the physical size of an outflowing ion absorber.
Though we do not have information on the typical ab-
sorber size in IC1613’s CGM, a diameter of ∼ 1 kpc
is typically seen from observations of CGM absorbers of
L ≥ 0.1L∗ galaxies (Stocke et al. 2013; Werk et al. 2014).
We find that the instantaneous outflow rate is Ṁout,Z =
1.1× 10−5 M yr−1 combining the measurements from
Si ii and Si iii outflow-like absorbers. The total star
formation rate of IC1613 is Ṁ = 2.5×10−3 M yr−1 as
measured from the Hα luminosity (Hunter & Elmegreen
2004). Therefore, the instantaneous metal mass loading
factor is ηZ = Ṁout,Z/Ṁ = 0.004 for Si ii and Si iii.
5 The effective metal mass loading factor is a cumulative quan-
tity of ηZ integrated over time; it is the ratio of the total metal
mass a galaxy has lost throughout its star-formation history to
the total stellar mass ever formed. The instantaneous/effective
gas mass loading factors are defined similarly, but with the nom-
inator values from outflowing gas mass instead of metal mass
(e.g., Christensen et al. 2016; Muratov et al. 2017).
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We do not use the Si iv lines because there are no ro-
bust Voigt-profile fits for these lines to effectively sepa-
rate the ISM absorption from that of the outflows (§2.2).
Instead, we run a grid of Cloudy models (Ferland et al.
2017) to estimate the Si iv column density based on the
measurements of Si ii and Si iii, with the assumption
that Si ii, Si iii, and Si iv are in the same phase. We
implement an extragalactic UV background (Haardt &
Madau 2001) and add ionizing flux from the star for-
mation in the galaxy as a function of impact parameter
and escape fraction as in Werk et al. (2014) as radia-
tion sources. We find our results are not sensitive to
the details of the ionizing background, but only its over-
all shape. We examine the results at a metallicty of
0.1 solar (Bresolin et al. 2007), a star formation rate of
2.5×10−3 M yr−1 (Hunter & Elmegreen 2004), and an
escape fraction of 10%. At N(H i)≤ 1.5×1019 cm−2 for a
line 30 km s−1 wide as measured from the VLA data (see
§2.3), the constraint from Si iii/Si ii ion ratio yields a
nearly constant ionization parameter logU ∼(-3.3, -3.8)
and a Si iv column density NSiIV ∼ 1010.9−11.7 cm−2
that is well below the detection limit of our COS spec-
tra. Therefore, there is only a negligible amount of Si iv
in the same phase as Si ii and Si iii in IC1613’s outflows.
However, we cannot rule out the case that outflow-like Si
iv absorbers are present in a warmer phase given that
C iv is detected at vIC1613 < −20 km s−1 along some
of the stellar sightlines. The lower ionization states of
carbon and silicon offer no constraints on the warmer-
phase material, and the predicted C iv/Si iv ion ratio
depends strongly on the warm-phase N(H i), metallicity,
and ionization state, none of which are known.
Without accurate N(Si iv) values, the metal outflow
rate (Ṁout,Z = 1.1 × 10−5 M yr−1) and the instan-
taneous metal mass loading factor (ηZ = 0.004) are
deemed lower limits. When compared with simula-
tions of dwarf galaxies, Christensen et al. (2018) find
ηz ∼ 0.004−0.01 at a circular velocity of vc = 40 km s−1,
appropriate for a galaxy at the mass of IC1613 (see also
Muratov et al. 2017). Though there have been con-
straints for dwarf galaxies’ outflow gas mass loading fac-
tors (McQuinn et al. 2019), metal mass loading factors
are rarely observationally determined. McQuinn et al.
(2019) show that the gas mass loading factors range
from 0.2 to 7 for a sample of nearby low-mass galaxies
(M∗ ∼ 107−9.3 M) based on Hα emission line obser-
vations; however, as they noted, the gas mass loading
factors and the metal mass loading factors are not di-
rectly comparable without the knowledge of the phases
of the outflowing metals.
Lastly, we highlight that ηZ ≥ 0.004 is consistent with
the stellar yield ySi (= 0.003) adopted in §5 despite that
they are derived under different sets of assumptions for
IC1613. For every unit star formed, a fraction of ≥ 0.004
of the stellar mass is in the form of metal (Si) outflows.
Furthermore, assuming a constant outflow rate over the
lifetime of the galaxy (T ∼ 14 Gyrs) given its constant
star-formation history (Skillman et al. 2014), the to-
tal amount of Si accumulated in the CGM would be
Ṁout,ZT ≥ 1.5× 105 M. This is consistent with the Si
mass in the CGM from §5.1 that we derive based on Si
ii, Si iii, and Si iv column density measurements along
Q1–Q6 sightlines.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. The CGM of Other Low-Mass Galaxies
We first compare our ion absorbers near IC1613 with
those measured in and near the CGM of low-z dwarf
galaxies studied by Bordoloi et al. (2014; hereafter,
Bordoloi14), Liang & Chen (2014; hereafter, Liang14),
and Johnson et al. (2017; hereafter Johnson17), and
a dwarf irregular galaxy WLM in the LG (Zheng19).
Since different initial mass functions (IMF) were used
to derive the stellar mass (M∗) in different studies, we
convert their M∗ values from the corresponding IMF
(i.e., Salpeter 1955; Chabrier 2003) to that of Kroupa
(2001). This is to be consistent with the IMF choice in
our adopted M∗–Mh relation from Moster et al. (2010)
(see §2). Specifically, using the rescaling factors recom-
mended in Madau & Dickinson (2014), we multiply the
M∗ values from Bordoloi14 by 0.66 to convert from the
Salpeter IMF to the Kroupa IMF. We multiply the M∗
values from Liang14 and Johnson17 by 1.08 to convert
from the Chabrier IMF to the Kroupa IMF.
In the left panel of Figure 7, we show the range of the
galaxy stellar mass M∗ and impact parameter r cov-
ered by these studies, and highlight that the sightlines
near IC1613 and WLM probe a unique parameter space
at M∗ . 108 M and r . 0.6R200 that has not been
well studied before. Bordoloi14 studied C iv absorp-
tion in the CGM of 43 low-mass galaxies at z ≤ 0.1;
their sample probes the inner CGM from 0.05R200 to
0.5R200, but focus on more massive galaxies with M∗ ∼
108.2−10.2 M. Liang14 studied Lyα, C ii, C iv, Si ii,
Si iii, and Si iv absorbers within 500 kpc of 195 isolated
galaxies at z < 0.176. Their sample includes a wide
range of galaxy stellar masses with M∗ ∼ 105.2−11.1 M,
but 90% of the sightlines are at > 0.6 R200 and do not
have detection. Johnson17 studied 18 star-forming field
dwarfs with M∗ ∼ 107.7−9.2 M and r/R200 ∼ 0.2 − 2;
while most of their sightlines find non detection of metal
lines, the one at M∗ = 10
7.9 M and r = 0.15R200 show
Si iii and C iv absorbers with similar equivalent widths
as those near IC1613 and WLM.
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Figure 7. Left: Host galaxy stellar mass (M∗) v.s. impact parameter (r/R200) for C iv absorbers from Bordoloi14, Liang14,
Johnson17, Zheng19, and IC1613 (this work). We show that IC1613 and WLM probe a unique parameter space with low M∗
and small r that has not been well studied before. Note that Liang14’s sample also includes 8 sightlines near host galaxies
with M∗ < 10
7 M or at r/R200 > 5 that we do not show in this figure, and all of them are non-detection. Middle and right
panels: equivalent width (Wr) as a function of impact parameter scaled with R200. We choose to use Wr values instead of logN
because it is the most common measurement among the three low-z dwarf studies. For IC1613, we only use those measurements
tagged as “CGM” or “Non-Detection” toward Q1–Q6. For absorbers from Bordoloi14, Liang14, Johnson17, and Zheng19, solid
symbols show detection, and open ones indicate 3σ upper limits for non-detection.
In the middle and right panels of Figure 7, we show
the Wr values of C ii and C iv as a function of impact
parameter scaled with R200. For consistency, we recal-
culate R200 for all the galaxy halos from Bordoloi14,
Liang14, Johnson17, and Zheng19 using our R200 def-
inition as detailed in §1. This definition is consistent
with what is used by Bordoloi14 and Zheng19, but sys-
tematically larger than those adopted by Liang14 and
Johnson17. The latter defines R200 based on the critical
density with an over-density factor ∆c from Bryan &
Norman (1998). Figure 7 shows that detection mainly
occur within 0.6R200 and the Wr values of the detected
absorbers are consistent among various work. Results of
Si iii and Si iv are similar. Bordoloi14 found a power
law decline in C iv’s equivalent widths out to ∼ 0.5R200;
we do not observe such a trend in C iv detected near
IC1613, likely due to the sparse data points in our sam-
ple. Regarding the total metal content, we find that the
LG dwarf galaxies (M∗ ∼ 107−8 M) host a reservoir of
metals with mass similar to those low-mass galaxies at
low redshifts.
In the LG, thus far there have been limited studies
of the CGM of dwarf galaxies. Zheng et al. (2019b) re-
ported a tentative detection of CGM absorber at 0.5R200
in WLM (Figure 7). The uncertainty in their diagno-
sis of the absorber’s origin is also due to the chance
alignment with the foreground Magellanic System in the
LMS–vLSR diagram, as is shown in Figure 4. Our inves-
tigation that LMS–vLSR diagram does not yield robust
diagnosis on an absorber’s connection to the Magellanic
System (see §4) now has provided stronger argument
for the absorber’s association with WLM’s CGM. The Si
mass derived for WLM’s CGM is ∼ (0.2−1.0)×105 M,
which is similar to what we derive for IC1613.
Furthermore, in a study of Milky Way’s ionized high-
velocity gas, Richter et al. (2017) also looked for metal
absorption line features along QSO sightlines within im-
pact parameters of ∼0.5–2 virial radii of 19 LG dwarf
galaxies with or without gas, but did not find signifi-
cant detection near the systemic velocities of host galax-
ies. They concluded that there was no compelling evi-
dence of CGM gas near LG dwarf galaxies. However, it
is worth noting that the detectability of the CGM ab-
sorbers in their data could be compromised because of
the low signal-to-noise ratio criterion they adopted to
choose the spectra (S/N≥6) and the large impact pa-
rameters of the sightlines (> 0.5 virial radius).
Though current observational effort of low-mass galax-
ies’ CGM is limited, upcoming HST/COS programs,
such as GO-16301 (PI Putman) and GO-15227 (PI
Burchett), will provide a promising, large sample of
nearby low-mass galaxies for statistically significant
comparisons on CGM metal content.
6.2. The Metal Content in Other LG Dwarf Galaxies
Our estimate of the Si mass fraction locked in the
stars of IC1613 (∼ 3%) is consistent with what have
been measured for some other LG dwarf galaxies. Kirby
et al. (2011, 2013) show that ≥ 96% of the iron ever pro-
duced in LG dwarf galaxies is no longer locked in their
stars. In addition to WLM as we have compared with
in §5.2, another interesting galaxy to discuss is Leo P.
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Discovered by Giovanelli et al. (2013), Leo P is also an
isolated dwarf irregular galaxy that is far away from a
massive host. Therefore, the galaxy is unlikely to lose its
gas through stripping; instead, any gas lost was probably
pushed out by stellar feedback. McQuinn et al. (2015a)
find that the mass of oxygen retained in the stars and
ISM of Leo P is 5%, same as IC1613. Interestingly,
Leo P has a stellar mass 180 times less than IC1613
(M∗,LeoP = 5.6× 105 M; McQuinn et al. 2015b). The
similar metal retention fractions of Leo P and IC1613
challenge the correlation between the metal mass frac-
tion in the stars and the M∗ of the simulated galaxies as
shown in the left panel of Figure 6. More simulations on
dwarf galaxies at Leo P’s mass (e.g. Rey et al. 2020) are
needed to further investigate how the metal fractions in
stars scale with M∗ at much lower mass regime.
7. CONCLUSION
With 4 stellar and 6 QSO sightlines observed with
HST/COS, we study the CGM and outflows of IC1613,
an isolated, low-mass (M∗ ∼ 108 M) dwarf irregular
galaxy on the outskirts of the LG. IC1613 is among the
lowest mass galaxies ever studied in the context of CGM
metal content and outflows, and it is one of the rare cases
whose CGM is probed by more than one QSO sightline
except for the Milky Way and M31.
Our stellar and QSO sightlines probe a wide range
of impact parameters, from < 0.1R200 to 0.6R200, and
detect a number of Si ii, Si iii, Si iv, C ii, and C iv
ion absorbers. We consider an absorber to be associ-
ated with IC1613’s CGM, ISM, outflow, or inflow if its
velocity is within the escape velocity of the galaxy (thus
gravitationally bound). When comparing the IC1613-
associated absorbers with those of dwarf galaxies at low-
z, we find that the absorbers near IC1613 have similar
line strengths.
We estimate a silicon mass of MCGMSi ≈ (1.0− 1.3)×
105 M within 0.6R200 of IC1613’s CGM, assuming that
the majority of the Si is in the ionization states of Si ii,
Si iii, and Si iv. We also estimate the Si metal content
in the stars and ISM based on IC1613’s stellar mass,
H i mass, theoretical nucleosynthetic yields, and gas-
phase metallicity. We find M∗Si ∼ 8 × 103 M for Si
locked in the stars and M ISMSi ∼ 7 × 103 M for Si in
the ISM. Overall, of all the Si ever been produced in
IC1613, ∼3%, ∼2%, and ∼32–42% of the mass is in the
stars, ISM, and within 0.6R200 of the galaxy’s CGM (see
Figure 6), which accounts for nearly half of the total Si
mass budget. The remaining ∼50–60% of the Si mass is
either in the outer CGM of IC1613 (0.6 < r/R200 < 1),
or has escaped beyond the virial radius of the galaxy.
Our results are largely consistent with predicted values
from existing simulations, although large scatters in the
ISM and CGM metal fractions are found in simulated
galaxies at different masses (see Figure 6).
Lastly, based on the Si ii and Si iii measurements
of the outflow-like absorbers toward S1–S4, we find a
metal outflow rate of Ṁout,Z ≥ 1.1 × 10−5 M yr−1
and an instantaneous metal mass loading factor of ηz ≥
0.004, consistent with the predicted values for simulated
galaxies at similar masses. We highlight that, assuming
a constant metal outflow rate throughout IC1613’s star
formation history, the total Si mass in the galaxy’s CGM
as enriched by these metal outflows is consistent with
the current CGM mass independently measured from
the QSO sightlines Q1–Q6.
To conclude, our work shows that there is a large mass
reservoir of silicon in the CGM of IC1613, which has
been continuously enriched by metal outflows through-
out the galaxy’s star formation history. Our results are
largely consistent with what have been predicted for
simulated galaxies at similar masses. We are looking
forward to compiling a larger observational sample con-
sisting of nearby low-mass galaxies to yield statistically
meaningful assessment on how the CGM and metal
outflow properties vary from galaxy to galaxy and from
observations to simulations.
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APPENDIX
A. SPECTRAL CO-ADDITION
Spectra observed with HST/COS are processed by the
standard CalCOS pipeline up to visit level; however,
those taken with different grating setups remain sepa-
rate. Wakker et al. (2015) point out that the CalCOS
pipeline often overestimates the errors of co-added spec-
tra for faint targets with fluxes . 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1
Å−1. A number of authors have written their own co-
adding codes (e.g. Danforth et al. 2010; Keeney et al.
2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013; Wakker et al. 2015). To
produce science-ready co-added spectra in our work,
here we focus on two publicly available resources, the
HSLA and coadd x1d (Danforth et al. 2010; Keeney
et al. 2012). We describe how they work and compare
the spectral co-addition products.
The second data release of the HSLA publishes co-
added spectra for targets observed with HST/COS that
went public as of April 2017. In their algorithm, multi-
exposure spectra were co-added using photon counts
from each file (Gehrels 1986), and then the total counts
were converted to flux density based on the flux calibra-
tion ratio from the keyword FLUXFACTOR recorded in
the original fits file header. Flux errors were handled us-
ing Poisson statistics. Because of the large data volume
and the diverse target types of the HST/COS database,
HSLA did not perform wavelength calibration and in-
stead adopted the original wavelengths provided by the
CalCOS pipeline for each file. This may result in artifi-
cial line profiles if spectra from different exposures had
systemic velocity shifts.
Meanwhile, the coadd x1d code (Danforth et al. 2010;
Keeney et al. 2012) chooses to co-add multi-exposure
spectra based on fluxes instead of photon counts. Users
running the code can decide among three different
weighting options to co-add spectra: (1) exposure time,
(2) inverse variance, or (3) the square of signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) per exposure. As pointed out by Wakker
et al. (2015), the inverse-variance weighting in option
(2) may give rise to potential line-shape distortion if
different data files are observed with different exposure
times. Similar to the HSLA, the coadd x1d also han-
dles error arrays based on Poisson statistics. For wave-
length calibration, the coadd x1d derives constant ve-
locity shifts using a number of strong interstellar lines
over 10 Å windows among all input exposures. Then it
manually applies the velocity shifts to all exposures to
align their wavelengths with a randomly selected refer-
ence exposure. As noted by Zheng et al. (2017), such
an alignment procedure may introduce a velocity offset
of ∼ 10 km s−1, which is smaller than the COS wave-
length accuracy of 15–20 km s−1 (see the COS Instru-
ment Handbook).
We run the coadd x1d code to process the spectra for
all the targets using the three weighting options men-
tioned above and compare the difference in terms of the
flux levels. Moreover, for five of the ten targets, S3, S4,
Q4, Q5, Q6 that have co-added spectra from HSLA, we
also compare the results between coadd x1d and HSLA.
We design two steps to evaluate the performance of the
two co-addition routines:
1. We compare the co-added spectra with each of the
original exposure files (i.e., **x1d.fits) to check
if line profiles and fluxes are consistent after co-
addition. For G130M grating, we check two
15Å wide spectral regions: [1248, 1263]Å for S
ii 1250/1259/1260Å and [1390, 1405]Å for Si iv
1393/1402Å. For G160M, we check another two
15Å wide spectral regions: [1540, 1555]Å for C iv
1548/1550Å and [1600, 1615]Å for Fe ii 1608Å. We
only compare the flux levels because the errors of
the co-added spectra will be reduced, thus lower
than those of each individual exposure file. We
show a typical flux level comparison in Figure A1.
Among all the targets we analyze, we find that
all the co-added spectra show visibly similar line
profiles as each individual exposure, however, the
flux levels differ depending on the method in use.
Generally speaking, coadd x1d with method 3 (2)
often yield higher (lower) fluxes than those of in-
dividual exposures, with absolute flux offset larger
than 10−16–10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1. coadd x1d
with method 1 and HSLA-co-added spectra (when
available) show consistent flux levels with individ-
ual exposures in most cases, with absolute flux off-
set less than . 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1.
2. We further quantify the differences between HSLA
and coadd x1d co-added spectra by calculating
flux ratios of coadd x1d spectra to HSLA’s at a
number of absorption-line free regions. This step
is only applied to S3, S4, Q4, Q5, and Q6 because
they were included in the recent HSLA co-added
spectra release. In Figure A2, we show an example
of the flux ratio comparison using the same target
(S3) as in Figure A1. Overall, for S3, S4, and Q4,
we find consistent fluxes between coadd x1d with
method 1 and HSLA, with flux ratios nearly 1.0.
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med(fm=1 - fx1d) = 2.98e-18
med(fm=2 - fx1d) = -1.26e-16
med(fm=3 - fx1d) = 1.52e-16
med(fHSLA - fx1d) = 3.32e-17
med(fm=1 - fx1d) = -1.08e-18
med(fm=2 - fx1d) = -3.04e-16
med(fm=3 - fx1d) = 3.51e-16
med(fHSLA - fx1d) = 1.15e-16
Figure A1. The flux level comparison among the HSLA (red), coadd x1d (green, blue, gold), and the original individual
exposure files (black) for S3, which is typical among all the targets we analyzed. The top panels are for data without binning,
and the bottom panels for data that are Gaussian smoothed to 6 pixels (i.e., per resolution element). The left and right panels
show two different spectral regions. The indicated values show median flux offsets between a given method and one of the
original x1d.fits exposure files. We generate similar figures for every exposure to check line profile and flux consistency. Overall,
we find that the HSLA and coadd x1d within method 1 show much better flux consistency with the original exposures, with a
typical median flux offset . 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1. Meanwhile, the coadd x1d with method 2 (3) often gives too low (high)




















<(coadd, m1)/hsla> = 0.98
<(coadd, m2)/hsla> = 0.92
<(coadd, m3)/hsla> = 1.07













<(coadd, m1)/hsla> = 0.93
<(coadd, m2)/hsla> = 0.87
<(coadd, m3)/hsla> = 0.87
Figure A2. Flux ratios of absorption-free spectra from
coadd x1d method 1 (red circle), 2 (blue diamond), and 3
(black triangle) to HSLA’s at different wavelengths. At each
wavelength, the flux ratio is sampled over a 10Å spectral
window. Ratio of 1.0 indicates consistent co-added spectral
fluxes between a given coadd x1d method and HSLA. Over-
all, coadd x1d with method 1 yields much more consistent
co-added spectral fluxes with HSLA than method 2 or 3.
For Q5 and Q6, we find the flux ratios deviate from
1.0 by less than 15%. The co-added spectra with
method 2 and 3 show less consistent results with
HSLA’s, especially at longer wavelengths.
In all, we find that the line profiles are not signifi-
cantly altered during the co-added procedures of HSLA
or coadd x1d. When comparing co-added flux levels, we
find that HSLA and coadd x1d with method 1 provide
the most consistent co-added fluxes in comparison with
the original individual exposure files. coadd x1d with
method 2 (3) often produce spectral with too low (high)
flux values. Therefore, we decide to use the HSLA co-
added spectra for our analyses when available (i.e., S3,
S4, Q4, Q5, Q6). For targets without HSLA co-added
spectra (i.e., S1, S2, Q1, Q2, Q3), we process the data
using coadd x1d with method 1.
B. DWARF GALAXIES’ CGM ABSORBERS NEAR
THE MAGELLANIC SYSTEM
In §4, we have shown that the LG galaxies at d > 300
kpc are coincidentally aligned with the H i emission from
the Magellanic System on the position (LMS) – velocity
(vLSR) diagram, with which we argue that the ionized
cross section of the Magellanic System should be revis-
ited using more robust methods other than the position-
velocity diagram. Here we further show that potential
CGM absorbers originated from the H i-rich members of
these LG galaxies would appear on a similar LMS–vLSR
parameter space, further complicating the diagnosis of
an absorber’s origin.
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Among the 81 LG dwarf galaxies at d > 300 kpc
as shown in Figure 4, we find 40 H i-rich galaxies (36
dwarfs and M31, M33, NGC55, NGC300) that poten-
tially have extended CGM that could be confused with
the Magellanic ionized gas in projection. We show the
angular extents of the dark matter halos (as approxi-
mated by R200) of these H i-rich galaxies as circles in the
top panel of Figure 4 and highlight them as red dots in
the middle panel. Given that CGM absorbers are com-
monly found within ±100 km s−1 of the host galaxies’
systemic velocities (e.g., Werk et al. 2013), if these H
i-rich LG galaxies contain CGM gas in their dark matter
halos, the CGM absorbers would be located at similar
locations as the host galaxies on the position-velocity di-
agram. Indeed, as we show in the bottom panel of Figure
4, absorbers detected near IC1613 (this work) are found
to be mostly aligned with the H i from the Magellanic
System, so do a large fraction of ion absorbers detected
near M31 (Lehner et al. 2020).
We estimate the surface area of the CGM of each gas-
rich galaxy with A = 2π(1− cosθ)(180/π)2 deg2, where
θ is the projected CGM radius in radians. The total sur-
face area of the CGM of these galaxies is ∼ 3500 deg2 if
assuming 100% detection rate within R200. In particu-
lar, the CGM of M31 accounts for nearly half of the total
surface area (∼ 1500 deg2). Here we have taken into ac-
count the overlap of the CGM cross sections of adjacent
galaxies. Given that the detection rate of CGM ab-
sorbers in low-mass galaxies is found to be significantly
reduced beyond 0.5R200 (Bordoloi et al. 2014), if we only
consider the CGM detection within 0.5R200 for the gas-
rich galaxies in our sample but include the full CGM
size of M31, the total surface area is ∼ 2000 deg2. Our
estimate shows that the cross sections of the extended
CGM of LG gas-rich galaxies occupy a non-negligible
fraction of the sky near the Magellanic System in pro-
jection. Therefore, when considering the ionized cross
section of the Magellanic system, one should take into
account the contamination of potential CGM absorbers
from distant gas-rich galaxies in the LG.
Though it is beyond the scope of this work to fur-
ther investigate the true ionized extent of the Magellanic
System or the origins of the ion absorbers, the overall
ionized gas and dwarf galaxy environment in the Milky
Way as well as in the LG should be examined closely
in the future. We attempted to differentiate the Magel-
lanic ionized gas from other sources using measurements
such as detection rates, ion line ratios, and velocities in
other rest frames (e.g., vGSR, vLGSR). None of the at-
tempts led to conclusive answers on the actual extension
of the Magellanic ionized gas. The similar kinematics of
the Magellanic H i, Fox14’s ion absorbers, and the LG
dwarf galaxies indicates that the coincidence may be
partially subject to the co-rotation of the Solar System
with the Milky Way. In fact, Richter et al. (2017) have
also noted this coincidental alignment between the LG
galaxies and ionized HVCs’ absorption velocities. More
investigation is needed to further understand the un-
derlying physics of the coincidental alignments among
different component in the LG.
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Figure B3. S1: IC1613-C10. The top two panels show H i data from VLA (Hunter et al. 2012) and from the GALFA-H i
DR2 (Peek et al. 2018). The rest panels show continuum-normalized ion lines and their Voigt-profile fits when available. The
red curves are for individual component fits; the blue curves indicate the whole profile fits, which are the sum of the red curves
and nuisance components (e.g., the MW’s ISM). The dashed line in each panel indicates the systemic velocity of IC1613, vsys.
The Si iii, Si iv, and C iv lines are broad without distinguishable individual components; we attempted Voigt-profile fitting for
these lines, but could not find converging results with realistic component widths of b ≤ 50 km s−1. We decide not to use Si iii,
Si iv, and C iv lines in this case even though extended wind features can be seen in the line profiles.
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Figure B4. S2: IC1613-B7. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. Even though there are detectable absorption features
in Si iv 1393/1402 and C iv 1548/1550 lines, we cannot find robust Voigt-profile fitting results for these lines. And because
they are blended with ISM absorption from IC1613, and there is not efficient way to separate the ISM and wind signals, we
decide to not to use these lines. In addition, we do not use Si ii 1193 in our fitting because the line is heavily saturated. We do
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Figure B5. S3: IC1613-A13. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. Most of the lines can be successfully fitted with
Voigt profiles except the Si iv doublets, which appear to be broad without apparent individual line components. Meanwhile, Si
iv 1402Å is blended with an unknown feature which seems stronger than the corresponding part in Si iv 1393Å.
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Figure B6. S4: IC1613-B11. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. S ii 1253Å appears to be abnormally broader
and stronger than S ii 1250Å and S ii 1259Å. Fe ii 1608Å is highly noisy and the MW component of the line is likely to be
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Figure B7. Q1: LBQS-0100+0205. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. The H i 21cm signal in HI4PI is from the
disk due to the large beam size (16.2 arcmin) of the data. For all the QSO sightlines, vsys is from the galaxy’s systemic velocity
determined from H i 21cm observation by Lake & Skillman (1989) and M12. C ii 1334Å is blended with the wing from the same
line of the MW’s ISM, as well as C ii* 1335. No detection in Si ii 1526/1190/1193 Å. The absorption feature in Si ii 1260Å line
is in fact due to S ii 1259Å from the MW’s ISM. Unlike our stellar sightlines S1-S4, we do not study P ii, Fe ii, S ii, and Al ii
along QSO sightlines Q1-Q6 because these ions are uncommon in a galaxy’s CGM due to their low ionization states.
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Figure B8. Q2: LBQS-0101+0009. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. the left wing of C iv 1550Å is blended with a
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Figure B9. Q3: 2MASX-J0102-0039. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. No converging Voigt-profile solutions can be
found in C iv doublets without invoking b values larger than 50 km s−1.
Figure B10. Q4: PG0044+030. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. This target only has G130M grating, so there are
no data for Si ii 1526Å and C iv doublet.
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Figure B11. Q5: HB89-0107-025-NED05. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. Most of the lines do not have detection
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Figure B12. Q6: LBQS-0107-0235. See Figure B3 for figure legend description. C iv 1550Å has different line profile from its
1548Å counterpart.
